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Abstract: This concise overview paper introduces the work done by the Out Of Our Minds research 
group at the University of Birmingham, highligh[ng the need for organic interdisciplinarity in 
contemporary language science. By summarizing two case studies, we underscore the need for 
compa[ble methodologies that address shared research objec[ves. Despite ini[al enthusiasm for a 
mul[disciplinary approach to language in the 1950s, subsequent research efforts o_en remained 
confined within specific scien[fic tradi[ons. Recently, however, we have witnessed a resurgence of 
these founda[onal ideas. Crucially, Out Of Our Minds embodies a paradigm shi_ where linguists 
leverage rigorous opera[onaliza[ons to test key theore[cal no[ons, while psychologists broaden their 
understanding of empirical phenomena with ecological relevance and purposefulness. By synergizing 
the strengths of both disciplines, we advance our understanding of the complex and dynamic system 
of human language. 
 
Keywords: language usage; language learning; linguis[c emergence; gramma[cal tense and aspect; 
long-term memory; interdisciplinary research 
 
Language appears peculiarly challenging for scien[fic scru[ny, and that stands in stark contrast with 
our, for the most part, experience of speaking, wri[ng, listening, and reading as effortless ac[vi[es. 
The complex cogni[ve machinery responsible for our uniquely human communica[ve capaci[es is 
covert from scien[fic (and indeed any other) delibera[ons. At best, we are le_ with the possibility to 
engage with hypothe=cal constructs that appeal to us as probable mechanisms and/or structures 
responsible for the emergence of language phenomena. These constructs, in themselves, have more 
or less theore[cal allure and more or less empirical support. Thus, the two largest elephants hiding in 
the chambers of language pertain to (a) the informa[on language users extract and store, and (b) the 
cogni[ve mechanisms which enable them to do so. 
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Part of the answer to the first ques[on seems to be given already: our knowledge about language is 
circumstan=al. It is primarily based on indirect evidence: on language use. We build that knowledge 
through a me[culous analysis of exemplars found in language corpora, or we measure responses – as 
elicited behaviour or brain ac[vity – to carefully chosen linguis[c s[muli. Sadly, however, corpus 
exemplars and/or par[cipant responses are mere proxies (indicators, not indicata), and we cannot 
directly tes[fy which structures and func[ons are sufficient and necessary for genera[ng said 
exemplars and responses. This is when we put our trust in a hypothesised construct. That seems 
inevitable. It is the nature of the beast. The largest of all elephants. We are those blind people in that 
story, and natural languages are, thus, like a snake, or a tree, or a wall. The greatest risk, however, lies 
in our tendency to take the hypothesis for the truth. The power of a testable explana[on becomes the 
explana[on itself. As if we, language researchers of all kinds, follow Dali's recommenda[on "to spread 
confusion, not eliminate it". In the Out Of Our Minds research group 
[hKps://outofourminds.bham.ac.uk], we believe that a way through can be found in the full 
commitment to interdisciplinarity, which presupposes mutually complementary theories, shared 
testable hypotheses, as well as compa[bility of research methodologies. 
 
A bit of history 
 
Apart from several other disciplines that occasionally turn aKen[on to human language, only three of 
them have a vested interest in the study of it. At the centre of this imagined research space, we find 
Linguis[cs. Psychology and Engineering (Applied Sciences) have their own tradi[ons too. Most of the 
[me they remain within their own disciplinary boundaries, showing liKle curiosity to learn what’s 
happening in the “neighbourhood”. This is in part because today’s science, generally speaking, is highly 
specialised, making it increasingly more challenging to become an expert in even one domain, and 
even more so to understand and engage with others’ terminological apparatus, research ques[ons 
and methods. 
 
It might come as a surprise that this was not always the case. As early as the 50s of the last century, 
there were interdisciplinary aKempts, showing both a high level of mutual, cross-disciplinary respect, 
as well as a clarity in understanding that disciplines need one another for the true advancement of the 
knowledge about language. For example, Gardner (1954) suggested that efforts must be made along 
the three related axes, with “(1) the linguist’s concep[on of language as a structure of systema[cally 
interrelated units, (2) the learning theorist’s concep[on of language as a system of habits rela[ng signs 
to behaviour, and (3) the informa[on theorist’s concep[on of language as a means of transmiong 
informa[on” (p. x). Similarly, Maclay (1973) describes the early years of interdisciplinarity between 
Linguis[cs and Psychology as characterized by extremely good rela[ons between the two, with “a 
common commitment to an opera[onalist philosophy of science, and a division of labour that 
prevented a number of poten[al difficul[es from becoming overt […] linguists were assigned the 
‘states of messages,’ while psychologists assumed responsibility for the ‘states of communicators’ and 
also, by default, ‘the processes of encoding and decoding’” (pp. 570-571). 
 
A_er the publica[on of his review of Skinner’s (1957) book “Verbal Behavior”, Chomsky (1959) 
expelled learning from the linguis[c scene. In addi[on to that, the Genera[vist Revolu[on also brought 
a stark demarca[on of the research spaces: linguists should study language competence, and 
psychologists language performance (cf., Greene, 1972). In effect, Chomsky demanded a division of 
domains rather than a division of labour; as if Chomsky’s take on modular cogni[on spilt over to the 
research culture itself, allowing for very liKle, if any at all, cross-fer[liza[on between related 
disciplines. He was not par[cularly suppor[ve of the applied sciences either, given the fact that he 
denied any possibility for a probabilis[c approach, which would presumably appeal to engineers: “the 
no[on ‘probability of a sentence’ is an en[rely useless one, under any known interpreta[on of this 
term” (Chomsky, 1969, p. 57; also see Chomsky, 1957). 



 
A_er decades of separa[on, once more we witness an increasing appe[te for interdisciplinary work. 
In the previous period of disjoined efforts, psychologists and engineers would be granted permission 
to test certain linguis[c no[ons (viz. Chomsky, 1969) in terms of, respec[vely, their cogni[ve 
plausibility in laboratory experiments or their usability in computa[onal processing applica[ons. It has 
become obvious, however, that we need to open a dialogue, and facilitate an exchange of ideas, rather 
than to school ‘the others’. In our research group, to reiterate, we are commiKed to learning about 
complementary theories, devising shared testable hypotheses, and exploring possibili[es to u[lise a 
range of promising methodologies from across disciplines. 
 
Through our daily prac[ce of studying language, we are constantly reminded of how messy that 
domain of research truly is. At any imagined level of scru[ny, we observe the indivisible 
mul[dimensionality of language features, as well as those features’ complex dynamics. If we assume 
for a second that words are easy enough to dis[nguish, we quickly find that even their simplest 
objec[vely determinable proper[es such as length and frequency of occurrence are mutually 
entangled. Furthermore, while a word’s length typically remains constant over [me, its frequency of 
use o_en changes. Words’ meanings are even more whimsical, to the point that we can quite safely 
say that words do not carry any self-contained meaning, but that the meaning is “resolved” 
dynamically and contextually. This was pointed out by Harris (1954) and Firth (1957) decades ago; in 
fact, the famous Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky came to that conclusion roughly two decades 
before Harris and Firth: “a word acquires its sense [smysl/смысл] from the context in which it appears; 
in different contexts, it changes its sense” (Vygotsky, 1934/2012, p. 305 of the Russian original, p. 259 
of the English transla[on published in 2012).  
 
The emergence of structure from use 
 
The concept of emergence is the central hypothe[cal construct of usage-based linguis[cs, but it lacks 
an opera[onal defini[on. Thus, we begin by proposing the fundamental cogni[ve process of learning 
as a plausible way of opera[onalising emergence: if linguis=c abstrac=on is emergent from usage, then 
it ought to be learnable (Divjak & Milin, 2022). Importantly, we rely strictly on the most fundamental 
learning principles, such as Associa[ve Learning (e.g., Pearce & Bouton, 2001; Enquist & Ghirlanda, 
2005; Bouton, 2007), which we model computa[onally using Error-Correc[on rules as defined by 
Widrow-Hoff (1960), Rescorla-Wagner (1972), SuKon and Barto (1990) and others. This framework 
furthers our understanding of both linguis[c emergence as well as language learning (Ellis, 2006, 2016; 
also see Ramscar & YarleK, 2007 and Arnon & Ramscar, 2012). 
 
The proposed opera[onalisa[on of emergence in terms of learning seems self-evident. Linguists are 
focused on understanding the fully emerged language system, which then leaves the process itself 
curiously absent from theore[cal scru[ny. It would be, however, incorrect to jump to the conclusion 
that linguists are uninterested in the possibility of understanding the system’s developed state by 
understanding its development. Julià (1983), for example, know that “[concentra[on] on ‘what is 
learned’ neglects the learning process itself” and that “[the] analysis of final products does liKle to 
suggest effec[ve inves[ga[ve strategy into the interac[on between speakers and listeners, and the 
circumstances that bring their behaviour about, in short, the real data” (p. 92). 
 
Psychologists show the opposite “bias”: the inclina[on to focus on processes or func[ons, such as 
learning. O_en, they leave aside the aim and the broader reasons for a given func[on; e.g., the 
purpose it may have for the biological system and/or for its evolu[onary fitness. The possibility we 
find exci[ng and promising is that fully emerged linguis[c abstrac[ons can steer the process of learning 
by ac[ng as a guiding purpose of learning. In a computa[onal sense, such targets (also called teachers) 
are criteria that supervise the process of learning (for the Machine Learning sense of supervised 



learning, see Haykin, 1999; Roy & Chakraborty, 2013). Conceptually, however, thinking about what 
needs to be learned constrains the formal account of learning further by providing a holis[c frame and, 
thus, a degree of ecological validity. Learning is not only about the mechanism (i.e., the principle or 
the algorithm) but also about the en[[es and/or events in the environment whose rela[onships need 
to be learned, to represent the structure of learners’ (animal, human, machine) world (cf. Rescorla, 
1988, p. 152). At least in part, such considera[ons are related to Poggio’s (2012) point about how 
biological learning machines evolved in the first place.  
 
The two disciplines show complementary strengths to a remarkable extent, which is what those 
authors who discussed early interdisciplinary aKempts must have had on their minds (viz. Gardner, 
1954; Maclay, 1973) although Osgood(1968) rather referred to complementary “insufficiencies”. In the 
following two sec[ons, we will present two case studies that illustrates how mul[ples of 
“insufficiencies” can be turned into strengths.  
 
When the linguist needs the psychologist: to test the constructs’ (cogni&ve) plausibility 
 
Linguists have a long-vested interest in understanding how [me is expressed in language. Typically, the 
concepts of tense and aspect are used, yet both appear rather elusive (Binnick, 1991). Tense is 
generally accepted to refer to markers that express ways of loca[ng events in [me rela[ve to the 
moment of speaking, such as English -ed and -ing. This appears simple enough, s[ll the concept has 
been debated since an[quity. The standard defini[on of aspect is much more impenetrable: aspect 
would represent different ways of viewing the internal temporal cons[tuency of an event. To obviate 
the uKer vagueness of the no[on of aspect, linguists further proposed a whole range of determining 
criteria, typically dichotomies such as telic/atelic, bounded/unbounded, foregrounded/back-
grounded, none of which actually clarifies maKers to the unini[ated. 
 
English allows 12 tense-aspect combina[ons in total (tense: past, present, future; aspect: simple, 
perfect, progressive, perfect progressive), as illustrated in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Examples of English Tense (columns) and Aspect (rows) combina[ons. 
 

  Past Present Future 

Simple Joe cooked. Joe cooks. Joe will cook. 

Perfect Joe had cooked. Joe has cooked. Joe will have cooked. 

Progressive Joe was cooking. Joe is cooking. Joe will be cooking. 

Perfect progressive Joe had been cooking. Joe has been cooking. Joe will have been cooking. 

 
Yet not all 12 possible combina[ons that grammar tables theore[cally allow for occur with all verbs in 
actual usage, let alone equally frequently. A usage-based linguis[c approach that relies on language 
corpora helps us to delineate the problem space – providing empirical insights into what occurs and 
co-occurs and, hence, what would be a plausible set of learning outcomes (targets). 
 
In our paper on the English tense-aspect system (Romain, Ez-zizi, Milin, & Divjak, 2022), we posed the 
following research ques[ons: what tense-aspect combina[ons occur in usage, and what are the 
characteris[cs of learnability of these used combina[ons, given naturalis[c input. We trained an error-
driven associa[ve learning model (Naïve Discrimina[on Learner, NDL: Baayen, Milin, Đurđević, 
Hendrix, & Marelli, 2011; also see Baayen, Chuang, Shafaei-Bajestan, & Blevins, 2019 for recent 
developments) star[ng from raw sentences extracted from the Bri[sh Na[onal Corpus (BNC, Leech, 



1992) to feed the algorithm with lexical input cues (i.e., the infini[ve of the verb in ques[on) or 
contextual input cues (other words or word n-grams in the sentence such as, e.g., past, few, years, 
few#years, few#sentences, past#few#years etc.), and tense-aspect combina[ons as the learning 
outcomes (e.g., past simple, present progressive etc.). 
 
The end results of learning simula[ons revealed that usage of the system of English tense and aspect 
indeed revolves around two axes, but they are not tense and aspect. Instead, the key dimensions are 
simplex vs. complex cues, or lexical vs. contextual., as illustrated in Figure 1 where the pink bars 
represent lexical cues, and bars of other colours represent elements or combina[ons of elements 
other than the verb itself. 
 

  
 
Figure 1. Distribution of the top 100 lexical and contextual cues for each TA combination (Romain et 
al., 2022). 
 
Why do lexical cues come out so overwhelmingly strongly with the present and past simple? The 
present simple and past simple reflect temporal arrangements that are easy to conceptualize as the 
event takes place before, during or a_er the [me of speaking. It is highly likely that this cogni[ve 
“simplicity” is the main reason why these two tenses are the most frequent in use. Enter learning, the 
high frequency of present past and past simple enables them to be learned from a vast range of 
compe[ng lexical cues in usage experience. And because the number of [mes the TA is used exceeds 
the number of different lexical items, these items themselves become excellent cues for the TA. In 
other words, everything conspires to help us learn these simple tense-aspect combina[ons. 
 
Conversely, however, the complex tense and aspect combina[ons confront us with a vicious circle. 
Arguably, such tense-aspect combina[ons require advanced event sequencing that reverse the order 
in which the events were experienced and are therefore limited to a specific type of narra[ve text. For 
example, while an eyewitness might say “The officers tried to stem the flow of blood. The paramedics 
arrived and took over”, using the simple past, the equivalent sentence retrieved from the Bri[sh 
Na[onal Corpus reads “Paramedics were at the scene in four minutes of the emergency call and took 



over from officers who had been trying to stem the flow of blood”. Contexts requiring advanced event 
sequencing are cogni[vely more demanding and less o_en used. Due to the lower frequency of 
contexts requiring such complex TA forms, lexical items do not occur frequently enough to develop 
strong enough associa[ons with these forms. Instead of building up strong lexical cues, complex TAs 
tend to be associated with contextual word n-grams, which are harder to spot and learn given the 
sheer number of such cues in usage. In other words, contrary to simple and lexically-cued tense-aspect 
combina[ons, everything conspires against learning the complex and contextually-cued tense-aspect 
combina[ons.  
 
When the psychologist needs the linguist: to propose a construct that needs tes&ng 
 
The well-known divide between declara[ve and procedural (non-declara[ve, more recently) long-term 
memory in cogni[ve science (cf., Squire, Knowlton, & Musen, 1993; Squire, 2004, 2009), prompted 
research into how this memory division is implicated in processing and storing language. Notably, 
declara[ve and non-declara[ve long-term memory systems differ in storage and retrieval mechanisms. 
Declara[ve memory stores rapidly but demands conscious, controlled, and slow retrieval, while non-
declara[ve memory, acquired slowly and unconsciously, exhibits automa[c, reliable, and effortless 
retrieval. This division aligns well with the linguis[c grammar-lexicon divide, where knowledge of 
syntax, morphology, and non-lexical seman[cs appear to be of a declara[ve nature, while the lexicon, 
being arbitrary and idiosyncra[c, is of non-declara[ve nature (Ullman, 2004, 2016). Such a perfect 
mapping of language knowledge onto long-term memory systems seems a perfect challenge for 
psychologists, and a good example of how general models of memory can be tested and advanced by 
the challenges posed by the hypothe[cal constructs present in the work of linguists. 
 
Divjak, Milin, Medimorec, and Borowski (2022) conducted a [med gramma[cality judgment 
experiment encompassing linguis[c elements on the grammar-lexicon con[nuum, from syntax 
(subordina[on), via morphology (case and aspect), to lexical seman[cs (colloca[ons). Star[ng from 
the established fact that concurrent working memory tasks impede what is not automa[sed, the 
authors assumed that such tasks would affect slow and conscious declara[ve memory but not fast and 
automa[c non-declara[ve memory. Consequently, by manipula[ng single vs. concurrent task 
condi[ons, Divjak, Milin et al. (2022) predicted that rule-governed language items, specifically syntax 
and morphology, will be least affected. Their design addressed compa[ble models from psychology 
and linguis[cs and tested the general model of long-term memory by exploring how its subsystems 
are employed in accessing and retrieving language informa[on. 
 
The data was analysed in three different ways, considering par[cipants’ judgements in terms of 
Accuracy of judgment, Speed of judgment, and Consistency of speed of judgment. The experimental 
Condi[on (single vs. concurrent) did not appear to influence Accuracy, with morphological case and 
syntac[c subordina[on being compara[vely easier to judge (Figure 2). In terms of Speed, a significant 
Condi[on by Type of item interac[on was observed, affec[ng linguis[c Types to varying extents (Figure 
3). Finally, Consistency mirrored the Accuracy paKern, revealing less varia[on in decision [me for case 
and subordina[on items (Figure 4). 
 



 
 
Figure 2. Log-linear model's predicted frequencies of Accuracy (matches and mismatches) across both 
experimental Conditions (adapted from Divjak, Milin et al. 2022). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Response latencies (left) and variability in response latencies (right) for the four stimulus 
Types across ST and CT conditions (adapted from Divjak, Milin et al. 2022). 
 
In summary, the experimental findings neither disprove nor confirm either of the major linguis[c 
theories. On the one hand, they affirm the existence of the genera[vist's grammar-lexicon dis[nc[on, 
while, on the other hand, they align with the usage-based predic[on sugges[ng a graded rather than 
binary nature of said dis[nc[on. Furthermore, the results contradict the genera[ve dichotomy and 
support the usage-based cline with respect to the extent of proceduralisa[on, which seems to vary 
across types of linguis[c knowledge. The results champion a recent, revised view of the long-term 
memory system, wherein the declara[ve and non-declara[ve subsystems collaborate for efficient 
storage and retrieval of dis[nct components within the same complex informa[on package (Squire & 
Wixted, 2011).  
 
What to take home? 
 
Our interdisciplinary approach is centred on usage-based linguis[cs and the psychology of learning. 
Our hybrid methodology combines linguis[c corpus analysis with psychological computa[onal 



modelling, providing insights into necessary and sufficient linguis[c abstrac[ons as well as necessary 
and sufficient learning func[onality. For linguis[cs, this approach opera[onalizes the core concept of 
emergence through the empirically testable process of learning. Simultaneously, psychology benefits 
by theorizing valid outcomes for specific learning domains, and by doing so in an ecologically valid 
context, i.e., understanding what it takes to learn a symbolic system characterized by a complexity that 
far exceeds the condi[ons studied so far. Throughout our methodological pipeline, cogni[ve 
commitment and plausibility are rigorously pursued. We align our approach with Poggio’s (2012) 
extension to Marr’s (1982) three levels of analysis, where learning represents a self-sufficient level of 
explana[on, influenced by the dynamic pressure of language-in-use governing what emerges and how 
it is learned. 
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